Ref No：

BIGONE - TOKEN LISTING - 04-2021

Date：

06/07/2021

Receiver：

DogeCash (DOGEC)

Sender：

BigONE

To: DogeCash (DOGEC)

We are pleased to have TOKEN LISTING cooperation with DogeCash (DOGEC). on the top global
leading exchange, BigONE Exchange (www.big.one). Please refer to the information below for the
agreement details. The acceptance of this agreement shall be subject to the following conditions:

1. Compliance
The project party has studied and fully understands the contents and is willing to comply with
the requirements stated in this agreement.

2. Trading Pair and Date
Trading Pair: DOGEC/USDT
Launching Time: To Be Determined

3. Payment
Service fee of the TOKEN LISTING Program:
●

Service Fee: 1.0 (ONE) Bitcoin (BTC).

Wallet Address of Service Fee:
●
4.

BTC Wallet: 1GtmwYxpn2QBb6EpF73kJPbuWZLjphw3Tu

Marketing Promotion
●

Announcement on Main Screen China's Top Blockchain Media Breaking News.
a.Chainnews(链闻), https://www.chainnews.com/
ChainNews is a blockchain media company that uses first-line interviews and a data
mining-based recommendation engine. ChainNews analyzes in-depth events that have
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an impact on blockchain technology and assets and reveals the ins and outs of events.
The authoritative report, data mining and analysis report of international vision has
become a must-read financial technology information website for senior managers of
blockchain, creating a leading blockchain media brand in the industry.
●

白话区块链, https://www.hellobtc.com/
The HelloBTC is the leading media for popular science in the blockchain industry,
providing knowledge from entry-level to professional-level knowledge. HelloBTC is
building a popular blockchain science community, providing easy-to-understand
blockchain learning tutorials and blockchain technology application information, and
helping users enter the world of blockchain in a scientific way.

●

币乎,https://bihu.com/
Bihu.com is a well-known digital currency social community in China. The community
has a blockchain-based identity system based on web3.0 technology. The identity
system can protect user property, data and privacy, and guard the digital freedom of
each individual, To define the basic digital rights of individuals in the web3.0
environment.

●

币快报. https://www.beekuaibao.com/
Beekuaibao is a blockchain media & community platform based in the Asia-Pacific and
facing global users. It is also one of the fastest-growing blockchain media platforms in
the Asia-Pacific region. Currently, there are 1.2 million registered users of the
Beekuaibao app, covering nearly 5 million blockchain users.

●

Promotion to Communities Promotion on Naver.com (Korea's the biggest Website).

●

Promotion to SNS (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter).

●

A total of 7 promotion-related articles and messages of DogeCash (DOGEC) will be
released in the BigONE Global social media accounts.

●

Issuing 7 news letters for the local media of China.

●

Register project to famous platforms (Like MyToken, CoinMarketCap, etc.).

●

Media Interview Real-time AMA (Chinese and English).

●

Main Screen Banner Display for 5 days in BigONE Exchange.

●

DogeCash (DOGEC) needs to provide the marketing materials in english, and the BigONE
team will translate it in Chinese. The materials would be used by the marketing team
according the strategies settled together by BigONE.
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5. Incub8 Startup Studios

Integration of the startup program of Incub8 to accelerate your growth, offering several facilities
and services.

Incub8 is an Accelerator Platform that provides online tools,
stage-based playbooks, and mentor training that help you grow your startup pipeline with higher
quality startups.

In the 10 week program are include:

-

Programing including mentors, Speakers and DemoDay

-

Office space in Blockchain village at (Co-working desk space with access to printers,
conference rooms and event space)

-

Optional house in ISKANDAR (dorm room-style housing for team, few minutes commute to
the office)

-

Legal support Basic setup & incorporation

-

Access to our portfolio resources (Community, Deals & Discount and events) connection to
our network of founders

-

Access to our crypto network

The Incub8 are in charge of all the responsability about the incubation process

Removal Policy
In order to protect our cryptocurrency investors who are trading on BigONE trading platform, we
reserve the right to keep or eliminate any token from our exchange, including but not limited to:
●

Project team dismissal.

●

The project faces significant legal issues.

●

Operation team of project requested for removal from the exchange based on its
development needs and strategy adjustments.
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●

Technical issues or security issues on project’s end not solved on a set deadline after
warning from BigONE.

●

Lack of liquidity: daily volume less than 30 thousand US dollars in 30 consecutive days.

●

0 (zero) daily volume for 5 consecutive days.

●

Suspicious value-relevant information communicated to the exchange or fraud.

●

Forks without notifying BigONE in advance.

●

Any other matters that do not meet the requirements of continuing trading on BigONE.

This Letter of acceptance is issued to you in triplicate or online format. Please confirm your
acceptance of the conditions stated on this Letter of Acceptance by signing on the duplicate and
triplicate copies or the digital format of this letter and return the same signed without delay.

Your Faithfully

Accepted and confirmed by
Name:

Signature

Signature

COO
BigONE -Global Cryptocurrency Exchange

DogeCash (DOGEC).

* Disclaimer: DogeCash DOES NOT encourage or allow US Citizens to buy or trade DOGEC token on BigONE trading platform based on
current US laws. Users who fail to do so will be subject to bear legal charges.
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